WHY DIMENSIONAL STEPS?

- Chiseled, cut natural stone appearance is perfect for formal, distinguished landscapes.
- Uniform rise is both safe and comfortable.
- Dimensional sizes add a formal, classic look to your landscape.

DIMENSIONAL STEPS

All dimensional steps have 7" rise
Steps palletized one size/pallet

- 36"x18"x7"
  - 375 lbs/ea
  - 8 ea/pallet

- 48"x18"x7"
  - 455 lbs/ea
  - 8 ea/pallet

- 48"x24"x7"
  - 675 lbs/ea
  - 6 ea/pallet

- 72"x30"x7"
  - 1320 lbs/ea
  - 3 ea/pallet

48"x24" shown in Fond du Lac

72"x30" shown in Superior Buff

48"x18" shown in Superior Buff
WHY IRREGULAR STEPS?

- Beautiful appearance that is indistinguishable from natural stone
- Uniform rise is both safe and comfortable
- Irregular sizes lend a rustic sophistication to your landscape

IRREGULAR STEPS

*All dimensions are nominal.